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Impossible Totalities: Marilyn Arsem and Political Performance as Palimpsests 

 

Introduction 

Marilyn Arsem’s performance practice engages with the layers of history as she connects site 

to culture through the body. Specifically, she crafts palimpsests of history where the body, 

which includes the bodies of performers and spectators in addition to her own, is the 

instigator of actions through an interplay of material, time, and space. Originally used to 

describe the process of reusing a writing surface after partial or complete erasure,1 Shannon 

Rose Riley describes how the palimpsest can be thought of as a field of action, as opposed to 

the “relationships between texts, layers, or images.” Instead, Riley focuses on 

“interconnected palimpsestic acts of marking, unmarking, and reading.”2  Such an approach 

works well with Arsem’s performance practice, which relies heavily on various research 

trajectories that include marginalized or overlooked details of place histories and social 

experiences. Her practice is political in nature, as it destabilises dominant narratives through 

the introduction of multiple perspectives while emphasising that histories are not mutually 

exclusive. That is, Arsem crafts a dissensus of history, utilising what Chantal Mouffe 

describes as an “antirationalist approach” that accounts for the impossibility of sustaining 

consensus in a democracy, as consensus is temporarily created through hegemonic, 

exclusionary stabilizations of power.3 Through the creation of palimpsests, Arsem makes 

visible the traces of power structures and relations that are brought to the surface and 

submerged through a dynamic interplay of actions. The presence of simultaneous differences 

comes to the fore, indicating the potential for antagonism, which Mouffe argues is always 

                                                                 
1 “Palimpsest, n. and Adj.,” in OED Online (Oxford University Press), accessed October 20, 2018, 
http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/136319. 
2 Shannon Rose Riley, Performing Race and Erasure: Cuba, Haiti, and US Culture, 1898-1940 (London: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2016), 18. 
3 Chantal Mouffe, “Which Ethics for Democracy?,” in The Turn to Ethics, ed. Marjorie B. Garber, Beatrice 
Hanssen, and Rebecca L. Walkowitz (London and New York: Routledge, 2000), 89–90, 92. [GET PAGE NUMBER] 
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present in pluralist societies.4 Arsem uses her practice to explore these differences in identity, 

cultivating what Mouffe refers to as agonistic relations, “where the opponents are not 

enemies but adversaries among whom exist a conflictual consensus,”5 suggesting alternative 

ways of recognizing and relating to difference through action. Noteably, Mouffe does not 

differentiate between political and non-political art, as art involves the constitution, 

maintenance, and at times, challenging of symbolic orders, while the political “concerns the 

symbolic ordering of social relations.”6 As such, Arsem accomplishes what Mouffe describes 

as the significance of critical art in its capacity to see things differently, perceive new 

possibilities, and introduce novel models for subjectivity.7 

 

Impossible Totalities 

Such an engagement with place, history, and identity is explicit in recent:remote (1999), 

which was an installation and performance developed in response to the former Nike missile 

military base in Issaquah, Washington, USA. When preparing for this work, Arsem 

researched the site’s layers of history that have been connected to distinctive social and 

economic uses. First settled by indigenous people, it later became a coal-mining site, a 

missile base, a munitions company testing ground, a public school, and finally a public park. 

As she learned more about the area, she noted how the various layers of history were 

fragmented, incomplete, and at times contradicted each other, which ended up constituting 

the conceptual grounding of the work and informing its formal parameters of action. Arsem 

developed a massive installation throughout the site, incorporating various images, messages, 

and sounds that referred to the sedimentary layers of history. She asked participants 

(designated performers and audience members) to behave as archaeologists and undercover 

                                                                 
4 Chantal Mouffe, Agonistics: Thinking the World Politically (London: Verso, 2013), 5. 
5 Ibid., xii. 
6 Ibid., 91. 
7 Ibid., 97. 
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agents in their exploration and excavation of the area. The work encompassed complex 

exchanges between audience and performers, as different participants were attuned to 

different layers of history. For instance, some read it through the lens as a former Cold War 

missile base, while others treated it as a coal-mining site, and another faction explored it 

through its current use as a public park. Materials distributed throughout the site include 

textual documents, audio recordings from interviews, viewing boxes with photographs of the 

demolition of the military base, and other symbolic material items such as ticking clocks, 

shattered tiles with text fragments, and maps from different eras. These objects were installed 

in such a way that it was not always clear which items Arsem had introduced, and which 

were already present. As a result, the collective performance and installation encompasses an 

incomplete totality of history, where contractions of narrative are brought to the fore through 

agonistic relations. Instead of creating an illusion of historical consensus, Arsem highlights 

the pluralist nature of history through the creation of a political palimpsest. In this instance, 

recent: remote resonates with other artistic initiatives, including the Center for Land Use 

Interpretation (CLUI)  that launched in the 1994 to reveal how land in the United States is 

“apportioned, utilized, and perceived.”8 Matthew Coolidge describes how the role of CLUI is 

to decipher the remnants left by land use that inform our interactions both directly and 

indirectly, exploring the “corridors and vistas and to trip over protruding artefacts of the 

present on the way to explaining the extraordinary conditions we all find ourselves in all the 

time.”9 Throughout their extensive oeuvre, CLUI considers how land has been delegated and 

utilized for various military and industrial purposes, including underground business parks, 

US bombing ranges, and uranium disposal cells, extending geographic considerations and 

cartographic representations to incorporate aspects of US power infrastructures that are often 

                                                                 
8 “The Center for Land Use Interpretation,” accessed May 10, 2019, http://www.clui.org/section/about-center. 
9 Matthew Coolidge, “The Center for Land Use Interpretation,” in Situation, ed. Claire Doherty, Whitechapel, 
Documents of Contemporary Art (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2009), 72. 
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neglected, rendered invisible, or hiding in plain sight in understandings of place. While both 

Arsem and CLUI recognise how landscape factors in the construction and maintenance of 

power relations in the US, the CLUI tend to isolate particular uses through their 

interventions, focusing on specific structures. In contrast, Arsem explores how these relations 

change through the ongoing repurposing of a particular site. Arsem’s palimpsests evokes 

these histories through their hauntings. The result are conflicting interpretations of history, 

thereby resulting in constructions of different identifications with these histories, which 

Mouffe emphasizes as vital for a pluralist democracy.10  

 

The Cold War, which was the impetus for recent: remote, may have marked the end of the 

US-USSR antagonism as dominating international relations, other antagonisms sprang up 

soon thereafter.11 These antagonisms are epitomized in the 21st century by the attacks of 

September 11, 2001 and the War on Terror. Watching, Waiting took place in 2003 on the 

decommissioned USSR submarine K-77—a Cold War-era submarine located in Providence, 

Rhode Island. When first visiting the site, Arsem was drawn to the cabin of the KGB political 

officer, which had architectural features that resonated with her image of KGB officers 

crafted through popular culture and Hollywood.12 She made connections between the role of 

the political officer and the ongoing War on Terror, especially the influence of propaganda 

and ideologically weighted alerts of the Department of Homeland Security. For the 

performance, Arsem occupied the political officer’s cabin, using the inherent symbolic 

references of the site, which was compounded by the presence of Cold War documents she 

brought into the space. Her actions consisted of whispering political announcements over 

speakers installed in the submarine. While the printed material she presented next to her was 

                                                                 
10 Mouffe, “Which Ethics for Democracy?,” 92. 
11 Mouffe, Agonistics, 28. 
12 Marilyn Arsem, “Watching, Waiting,” Marilyn Arsem, 2018, http://marilynarsem.net/projects/watching-
waiting/. 
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from the Cold War, the text she read were recently culled from the Information Bulletins of 

the US Department of Homeland Security. Her amplified whispers filled the underwater 

vessel, evoking thoughts of secrecy and espionage. The text of the Homeland Security alerts 

were thus highlighted as ideological propaganda, unquestionably perpetuating the War on 

Terror. Through the presentation of these US-created texts in a Soviet Cold War context, they 

became tools for questioning the motivations of perpetuating that conflict. In Watching, 

Waiting, Arsem plays with the slippage of two historical moments and cultures of 

government surveillance through this palimpsest, though without seeking equivalence or 

reconciliation between the two.  

 

Power Plays 

Since the mid-1990s Arsem has conscientiously been creating works outside of the United 

States. This was due in part to the demonization of performance art in the US by political 

figures, such as Jesse Helms, during the Culture Wars, which contributed to the reduction of 

art spaces supporting and presenting performance art, thereby reducing institutional support 

and audience awareness of the art form. 13 Working abroad enabled Arsem to continue 

creating live performance work, usually in the context of artist-run exhibitions and festivals. 

Through these festivals, Arsem made connections with other performance artists, which led 

to further opportunities to create work outside of the US.14 As such, Arsem became an 

unofficial ambassador of the United States in these performance events; a role that she self-

                                                                 
13 Sociologist James Davison Hunter popularized the phrase “Culture Wars” to describe the polarized conflict in 
the United States stemming from ideological differences regarding abortion, homosexuality, gun-ownership, 
and censorship. This manifest itself in terms of the arts through the challenging of public funding for artists 
through the National Endowment of the Arts, such as Andreas Sorreno, Karen Finley, Sally Mann, and Robert 
Mapplethorpe whose work was considered by some to be controversial and even immoral. For more 
information see James Davison Hunter, Culture Wars: The Struggle To Control The Family, Art, Education, Law, 
And Politics In America, Reprint edition (Memphis, Tenn.: Basic Books, 1992); Andrew Hartman, A War for the 
Soul of America: A History of the Culture Wars (University of Chicago Press, 2015). 
14 Marilyn Arsem, “Email to Author,” October 16, 2018. 
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consciously engaged with in her “American Foreign Policy” (AFP) series.  

 

Arsem began the AFP series in Poland, shortly after the US invasion of Baghdad in 2003, 

going on to present three other performances under that title.15 Instigated in response to the 

violent conflicts erupting from the War on Terror, the series also takes a historical look at US 

antagonism in international relations, including its legacy in Chile and the controversial, 

selective tightening of its border with Mexico. If recent:remote and Watching, Waiting allude 

to the ever-possible presence of antagonism, AFP explicates the polar division of “us” and 

“them” that leads to violent conflict as a result of US actions abroad.  American Foreign 

Policy III was presented at En Tránsito Primer Festival Internacional de Arte de Performance 

del Cono Sur in November 2004. The work was broken down into three stages, though all 

concerning the sales of Coca-Cola to Chileans. In the first part of the performance, Arsem 

recorded 71 ‘commercials’ for Coca-Cola, which were short informal videos created with 

participants on-the-spot using a handheld camcorder. These videos were edited together and 

presented during the second part of the performance, which was an auction-type sale of Coca-

Cola. Arsem starts this phase of the performance by enunciating her foreign status in the 

Chilean context, ‘I’m an American and I only know English,’ perpetuating an owned 

ignorance that may be associated with the stereotypes of US citizens abroad. She enlists ten 

volunteers to act as translators to help her overcome these linguistic barriers while enabling 

her audience to interact more comfortably with her as a foreigner. Arsem then proceeds to 

sell bottles of Coca-Cola through auction-like transactions, with the price of bottles doubling 

in an imitation of inflation. This phase of the performance ends once people stop buying the 

bottles of Coke. 

                                                                 
15 For more details see Marilyn Arsem, “American Foreign Policy I,” Marilyn Arsem, accessed May 15, 2019, 
http://marilynarsem.net/projects/american-foreign-policy-i/. 
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In the final phase of the performance, Arsem reads a report of the performance that includes 

text appropriated from declassified CIA documents affiliated with the US-backed removal of 

Salvador Allende in 1973, who was replaced by dictator Augusto Pinochet.16 Arsem presents 

herself as a CIA undercover operative, attempting to win the hearts and minds of the Chilean 

population through the enticement of American consumerism, or what is referred to in 

political science terms ‘soft power.’ 

 

 Joseph Nye Jr., who coined the phrase in the early 1990s, defines soft power as the ‘second 

face of power,’ or ‘getting others to want the outcomes that you want [that] co-opts people 

rather than coerces them […] [and] rests on the ability to shape the preferences of others.’17 

Soft power may involve presenting attractive personalities, cultures, political values and 

institutions, and policies that are seen as legitimate or having moral authority. There are 

innumerable ways that soft power can and has been used throughout history, including 

popular cultural production, the exchange of goods for loyalty, learning the language of other 

groups and cultures in order to communicate more effectively, and spreading ideas about 

governance and economic relations, which includes the ideologies of democracy and 

capitalism. According to Nye, soft power is a matter of attraction as opposed to the use of 

force. The United States has an extensive legacy of utilizing soft power to extend its imperial 

sway, particularly in Latin America, through the forms of ‘trade, culture, and Christian 

                                                                 
16 According to Arsem’s project notes, text was culled from the following sources: CIA [Central Intelligence 
Agency], Secret Cable from Headquarters [Blueprint for Fomenting a Coup Climate], September 27, 1970, 
pages 1-7; CIA [Central Intelligence Agency], Secret Cable from Headquarters [Firm and Continuing Policy 
that Allende be overthrown by a Coup], October 16, 1970, pages 1-2; CIA [Central Intelligence Agency], Secret 
Cable from Task Force Director [Commendation for Schneider Shooting], October 23, 1970, page 1; 
Department of State, Secret Report on Operation Condor to Henry Kissinger, ‘ARA Monthly Report (July): The 
“Third World War” and South America,’ August 3, 1976, p. 1. Reproductions of these texts are published in 
Peter Kornbluth, The Pinochet File: A Declassified Dossier on Atrocity and Accountability (New York: New 
Press, 2004). 
17 Joseph Nye Jr., Soft Power: The Means to Success in World Politics, eBook (New York: Public Affairs, 2004), ll. 
210–4. 
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morality,’ in addition to ‘the hard power of covert and conventional military operations.’18 

American Foreign Policy III engages with trade and culture as forms of soft power, at times 

collapsing the two. For instance, during the auction portion of the performance, Arsem 

transitions from selling bottles of Coca-Cola as consumable goods to selling them as art relics 

when she begins to sign the bottles. She reinforces the point in the report stage of the 

performance when she comments on how no one purchased the most expensive bottles at 

1280 pesos, which would have been personally addressed and signed by the artist.  

 

In addition, there are different degrees of engagement with the audience through the layers of 

interaction that Arsem invites. She does not reveal everything immediately nor leave it all on 

the surface. Thus, it takes a durational commitment not just from the artist, but also from the 

audience to become involved in the meaning produced from the work. In AFP III, audience 

members are involved in different stages of the performance, which include participation in 

the filming of commercials; working as volunteer translators in order to help Arsem 

communicate with the audience; participation in the auction portion of the performance; 

viewing the commercials created with the initial participants; acquiring and consuming the 

Coca-Cola, which according to Arsem’s notes in her report even involves stealing some 

bottles; and listening to the delivery of her final report. As such, Arsem’s performances do 

not trap audience members into particular modes of engagement, but instead invite 

engagement to varying degrees. She creates a scenario that invites plurality, drawing 

attention to cultural differences while connecting her actions to the history of U.S. 

interventions in Chile. In particular, presenting herself as a CIA operative that is pandering to 

the Chilean community through the distribution of Coca-Cola, with audience members 

                                                                 
18 Alfred W. McCoy, Francisco A. Scarano, and Courtney Johnson, “On the Tropic of Cancer: Transitions and 
Transformations in the U.S. Imperial State,” in Colonial Crucible: Empire in the Making of the Modern American 
State, ed. Alfred W. McCoy and Francisco A. Scarano (Madison, Wisconsin: University of Wisconsin Press, 
2009), 32. 
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supporting her in the execution of her “mission” in the various ways described above, Arsem 

illuminates these historical relations while emphasizing the nefarious aspects of soft power 

through the seeming innocuous act of enjoying a refreshing soft drink 

 

Returning to American soil, Arsem presented American Foreign Policy IV: Fluff and Wonder 

in Santa Monica, California in 2006. For this performance, she attempted to construct a wall 

using only Wonder bread and Marshmallow Fluff, which like Coca-Cola, are iconic 

American foods. The work was developed in response to the then-ongoing debates 

concerning immigration, which included the proposal by President George W. Bush to build 

a wall at the US-Mexican border.  Performing the task for 12 hours, Arsem listened to 

conservative talk radio over a pair of headphones, verbally reciting what she heard into the 

gallery. Her vocal delivery was drone-like; just delivering a monologue without emotional 

reaction or commentary. The installation took on the appearance of a mid-western, White 

survivalist preparing for the nuclear apocalypse, building a shelter out of the supplies. Her 

behaviors mimicked those of an anti-immigration conservative, though in an outlandish 

fashion due to her vocal delivery and futile gestures of wall building that cannot be mistaken 

for theatrical imitation or acting. Her work echoes Allan Kaprow’s Sweet Wall, which he 

built near that near the Berlin Wall using concrete blocks with strawberry jam and bread for 

mortar. Like Kaprow, Arsem’s actions function as a gesture of political parody, full of 

“sweetness and irony.”19 

 

Ramon Rivera-Servera and Harvey Young underscore the experience of borders, like the US-

Mexican border, as an embodied experience, which is made manifest through performances 

                                                                 
19 Allan Kaprow, Annette Leddy, and Haus der Kunst München, Allan Kaprow: Art as Life (Getty Publications, 
2008), 186. 
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of enacting division, including the policing the movement of bodies and regulating access to 

goods and services. Their emphasis on performance in the exploration of borders “prioritizes 

the multi-sensorial experience of embodiment [and] is particularly attuned to the ways in 

which border spatialities and temporalities are formed in/as movement.”20 Thus, performance 

in this instance becomes a means of relating to the complexities of navigating borders, 

without reducing these experiences to cartographic demarcations or political rhetoric. In 

particular, there are contradictory actions affiliated with this current phase of neoliberal 

globalisation where there is a push for open trade and freedom of travel, but also a jump to 

construct walls, tighten borders, and restrict access to national citizenship. The tendency 

towards opening, which neoliberalism represents, is associated with a simultaneous action of 

enclosure, or the production of new boundaries, such as national borders.21 Wendy Brown 

argues that building walls at national borders function as futile measures of curbing 

movement, but instead are indicators of waning sovereignty in a neoliberal economic and 

political climate. Instead they function as theatrical constructions, “projecting power and 

efficaciousness that they do not and cannot actually exercise and that they also 

performatively contradict.”22 This futility of walls became manifest through Arsem’s actions, 

though unintentionally. Arsem planned to construct a wall that would block her into a corner 

of the gallery using the Wonder bread as bricks and the Fluff as mortar. However, the 

performance did not progress according to her expectations, as the physical qualities of the 

building materials sagged, making it impossible to build anything taller than her knee height. 

Despite these failures, Arsem persisted in Sisyphean task, with her tenacity encapsulating 

what a wall does in terms of immigration policy.  The construction of a physical barrier may 

                                                                 
20 Ramón H Rivera-Servera and Harvey Young, “Introduction: Border Moves,” in Performance in the 
Borderlands (Basingstoke, Hampshire; New York, NY: Palgrave Macmillan, 2011), 3, 
http://public.eblib.com/choice/publicfullrecord.aspx?p=652512. 
21 Josette Féral, “Every Transaction Conjures a New Boundary,” in Critical Theory and Performance, ed. Janelle 
Reinalt and Joseph Roach, Second (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 2007), 49. 
22 Wendy Brown, Walled States, Waning Sovereignty (New York: Zone Books, 2010), ll. 104–5. 
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appear as a sign of national strength, but as Brown argues, are rather a last gasp at declaring 

national sovereign superiority through its futility.  

 

Even though when Arsem conceived and presented this work she was responding to a 

specific political and historical moment, it resonates today with the ascendance of Donald 

Trump as president. Trump’s explicit racism and overt bigotry is manifest through his 

immigration policies, which has included fervent cries to build a wall at the US-Mexico 

border. As of the time of writing, this process has gone as far as erecting prototypes for a 

physical barrier in California, eliciting a slew of artistic responses.23 A politician of fluff and 

wonder has pushed the hollow theatricality of walls that Brown describes and Arsem 

illustrates to the point of creating inherently ineffective structures as a means of selling a 

flawed political promise. 

 

Political Paradoxes and New Subjectivies  

There is a paradox to US foreign policy, however, when considering its history and the 

continuance of invasion and imperialist activities that impinge of the sovereignty of other 

nations, while restricting access through nationalist actions, such as the construction of walls 

at the border. Arsem presented Dugô (2004) in Manila, Philippines, which was first 

conquered by the Spanish in the 16th century and became a US colony after the War of 1898. 

                                                                 
23 See Claire Voon, “Artists Start to Build Trump’s Border Wall, Using Anti-Trump Art,” Hyperallergic, July 11, 
2016, https://hyperallergic.com/310414/artists-start-to-build-trumps-border-wall-using-anti-trump-art/; Claire 
Voon, “From a Row of Hammocks to One Million Gravestones: An Art Collective’s Alternative Border Wall 
Proposals,” Hyperallergic, April 20, 2017, https://hyperallergic.com/371966/from-a-row-of-hammocks-to-one-
million-gravestones-an-art-collectives-alternative-border-wall-proposals/; Claire Voon, “Activists Project 
Messages of Resistance and Solidarity on Border Wall Prototypes,” Hyperallergic, December 1, 2017, 
https://hyperallergic.com/414538/activists-project-messages-of-resistance-and-solidarity-on-border-wall-
prototypes/; Michael Walker, “Is Donald Trump, Wall-Builder-in-Chief, a Conceptual Artist? - The New York 
Times,” New York Times, January 3, 2018, https://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/03/arts/design/is-donald-
trump-wall-builder-in-chief-a-conceptual-artist.html; “Artist Builds Wall of Cheese on US-Mexico Border,” 
March 30, 2019, https://gulfnews.com/world/americas/artist-builds-wall-of-cheese-on-us-mexico-border-
1.63014095. 
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She started the performance at a wall along a bay near the park that demarcates where the 

Spaniards first arrived in the Philippines. She filled her skirt with red annatto seeds, red 

beans, and red peppers, creating a trail of red from her skirt using these materials as she 

walked. She ended the trail of red at a statue of Rajah Sulayman, who was “the last 

indigenous king of the Philippines who had resisted the Spanish invasion.”24 She lay down on 

her back under his raised sword so that the tail of her ‘river of red’ ended at her neck. Thus, 

she creates an allusion to blood through a reversed gesture of violence. She maintained this 

corpse pose for more than an hour, her dress containing remnants of the red plant matter that 

filled her skirt, staring at the drawn sword in the hand of Sulayman and “contemplating the 

political and military invasions that have occurred in the past and continue in the world 

today.”25  These invasions encompassed the imperialist activities and military campaigns of 

the US in the Philippines and beyond, which in 2004 included the contested wars in 

Afghanistan and Iraq (conflicts that have yet to cease at the time of writing). Arsem’s mix of 

references through her materials and location prevent any isolated critique of any particular 

military campaign, thus encompassing a critical ambiguity that extends the relevance of the 

work to broader imperialist activities. From the Spanish exploits of its Conquistadors to US 

territorial influence to present-day combative infringements on national sovereignty around 

the globe, Arsem cuts a pathway through these layers of history, placing her body as the focal 

point on this meditation on colonial violence. Occupying this palimpsest, Arsem proposes a 

new subjectivity that responds to the question of what it means to be an American citizen in 

the twentieth-first century, marked by post-Cold War unipolar military dominance, neo-

imperial economic supremacy of private corporations that exploit the world’s resources to the 

brink of climate catastrophe, and the never-ending violence of an ongoing war on terror. 

                                                                 
24 Marilyn Arsem, “Dugô,” Marilyn Arsem, 2018, http://marilynarsem.net/projects/dugo/. 
25 Ibid. 
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Moreover, Marilyn Arsem crafts performance palimpsests that are developed in specific 

relation to the context of presentation, but also touch upon broader notions of what it means 

to create political art. Through her performances, Arsem introduces new practices and 

proposes new subjectivities that can help subvert existing structures of power and hegemonic 

relations, which according to Mouffe has always been the role of artists.26As such, she 

provides alternative means of communication and political engagement that is not aimed at 

resolution, with the conceptual qualities of the work enhanced by the unpredictability of live 

performance.  

 
  

                                                                 
26 Mouffe, Agonistics, 105. 
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